Previous Stipend

The bi-weekly amount must not be lower than any previous highest amount paid relevant to the organizational unit, function and employment percent for the graduate assistant in question. Summer stipends will not impact the calculations for fall and spring. Summer semester will first compare to previous summer stipends relevant to the organizational unit, function and employment percent for the graduate assistant in question. If there is not a summer semester to compare to, then summer semester will compare to the most immediate previous semester. The justification box will no longer be permissible due to this change in examining relative pay.

If there was a previous record relevant to the organizational unit, function and employment percent for the graduate assistant in question the data will display to the right of the Basic Pay Details under the heading “Previous Highest Amount Paid Details”. This section will display the semester the form is being compared to, the employment percent and the bi-weekly amount paid in the previous relative semester. An error message will not display until the pay period salary amount and cost distribution sections have been calculated by clicking the “Compute Cost Distribution” and then the “Next” buttons.